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- 1. I;-l t; l K2,t.cot

Calculate (x.t')when X --l' I and )':l l.

Lr l L-il
2. Define Singular value decomposition of a matrix. Kt.t,cot

3. The feasible region of a LPP is bounded by O(0,0), ,4.(20,0), 8(2.5,35)and K2'2'co2

D(0,36). Find an optimal solution for maximization problem with the
objective function Z:3x+4y.

1. Solr,'e the follou'ing LPP using graphical method, K3'2'co2

MaximizeZ = 2x l3!
Subjectto x - y 12,x + y > 4,x,y ) 0

5. State the interval of absolute stability for fourth order Runge Kutta Kt'3'co3

Method.
6. Solve the boundary value problem y" + 50 = 0,0 I x <-10 by point K3'3'co3

collocation method.
7 . The cumulative distribution'function of a random variable X is K3'4'col

F(x) = 1 - (1 * x)e-*, x ) 0. Find the probability density function of X.
8. A box contains 4bad and 6 good tubes. Two tubes are drawn out from the K3'4.co4

box at a time. One is tested and found to be good. What is the probability
that the other one is also good?

9. Write the condition for the queue to explode in a Queueing model. K|.s.cos

10' Prove that the inter arrival time of a Poisson process with parameterZhas K2'5'co5

1/
an exponential distribution with 
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PART-B(5x16:80Marks)
Answer ALL Questions

l-+
Construct QR decomposition for the matrix O =l ,

L6
OR

Construct a singular-value decomposition

lz 2 -2fIIt 11 .) 1ln-t L L *Lt.ttt_r _') A 1L' - "_)

Use two phase method to solve the LPP.

Minimize -- = -2.{, -.T:

Subject to x, +x. ) 2
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t6,K3,COt

t6.K3,COt

t6,K3,(l

t6.K-l.co3

xr+ xr!4
xrrxr20.

OR
b) Solve the fbllowing transportation problem 16.K3.C02owing transportatton

Destination
Source

A B C D Supply

1 6 1 9 J 70

2 11 5 2 8 55

J 10 t2 4 7 70

Demand 85 30 50 45

13. a) Apply Runge Kutta method of fourth order to find y(0.1) given y" +
xY + Y = 0,Y(0) = 1,Y'(0) = Q'

OR
b) Apply Runge Kutta method to find y (0.1), y (0.2), y(0.3) for

dy-'l 
= $, * .v-2 ,! (o): t, and hence obtain .r'(0.+lusing Adams method'

dx

14. a) Two random variables X and Y have joint density function f (x,y) -
2- x-y,O <x < l-,0 < y <\.Find the regression equations of Y
onXandXonY.

OR
b) lf X and I are independent random variables with probability density t6'K3'co4

functions f(x)-€-x,x >0 and f(y)=e-!,! )0, respectively,

find the density functions of U = ff andV =X *Y. Are U andV

independent?
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iS. a) 1i) There are three typists in an office Each typist can type an average t0 K't'cos

. of 6 letters per hour. If letters arrive fbr being typed at the rate of 15

letters per hour.
(a) What fraction of time all the typist will be busy?
(b) What is the average number of letters waiting to be typed.

(c) What is the average time a letter has to spend for waiting and for
being typed?
(d) What is the probability that a letter will take longer than 20

minutes waiting to be typed and being typed.

(ii) Suppose that customers arive at a bank according to Poisson 6.K3.(.o5
process with mean rate of 3 per minute. Find the probability
that during a time interval of two minutes
(i) exactly 4 customers amive
(ii) greater than 4 customers arrive
(iii) fewer than 4 custotners arrir,'e.

OR
b) Ar:rivals at a telephone booth are considered to be Poisson with an t6'K3'cos

average tirne of 12 minutes between one arival and the next .The

length of a phone call is assumed to be distributed exponentially with
mean,l minutes

(a) Find the average nutnber of persons waiting in the system.
(b) What is the probability that a person ariving at the booth will
have to wait in the queue?

(c) What is the probability that it will take him more than l0 min
altogether to wait for the phone and complete his call?
(d) Estimate the fraction of the day when the phone will be in use

(e) The telephone departrnent will install a second booth, when
convinced that an arrival has to wait on the average for at least 3

min. for phone .By how much the flow of arrivals should increase

in order to justify a second booth?
(f) What is the average length of the queue that fbrms from time to
tirne?
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